CAREER SUCCESS SCHEMAS AND THEIR CONTEXTUAL EMBEDDEDNESS: 
A COMPARATIVE CONFIGURATIONAL PERSPECTIVE

Abstract

We introduce career success schemas as critical for understanding how people in different contexts perceive and understand career success. Using a comparative configurational approach, we show, in a study of thirteen countries, that two structural characteristics of career success schemas—complexity and convergence—differ across country contexts and are embedded in specific configurations of institutional factors. Adopting complexity and convergence as primary dimensions, we propose a taxonomy of career success schemas at the country level. Based on this taxonomy, we contribute to the understanding of subjective career success across countries, discuss the importance of schemas for organizational career systems in MNEs, and propose specific guidelines for future comparative careers research.
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The traditional approach to career development, from a human resource management (HRM) perspective, has been to support employees in reaching their career goals through HR practices such as mentoring and personal development plans (Baruch & Peiperl, 2000). Organizational career management—always to some extent bound by the career paths available to employees in a given organization—has therefore focused on helping employees obtain promotions, pay raises, and transition into leadership positions (Stumpf, Doh, & Tymon, 2010). Although both the HRM and careers literatures have in recent years acknowledged that career success has evolved into a concept broader than pay, promotions, and status alone, there has been little integration of these insights into the HRM literature (Kraimer, Seibert, Wayne, Liden, & Bravo, 2011; Mayrhofer, Meyer, Iellatchitch, & Schiffinger, 2004).

More specifically, it is unclear to what extent and in what ways the contemporary, more subjectivist approach to career success (i.e., “how people feel about their work experience” [Gunz & Heslin, 2005: 106] encompassing “individuals’ subjective judgments about career attainments, such as job and career satisfaction” [Ng, Eby, Sorensen, & Feldman, 2005: 368-369]) may or may not correspond to the more objectivist approach to career success focused on “outwardly visible manifestations of success” (Gunz & Heslin, 2005: 106). Better understanding the cognitions that individuals bring to career success thus may have important implications for career management in organizations, especially in multinational enterprises (MNEs) operating in diverse cultures (Caligiuri, Lepak, & Bonache, 2010).

An important challenge for MNEs then is understanding how career success is seen and understood across different country contexts. The scant literature on country-level differences in career management systems has distinguished Latin, Germanic, Anglo-Dutch, and Japanese career systems in MNEs (Evans, Pucik, & Barsoux, 2002) and established that
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each of these socializes employees into a highly specific understanding of how to pursue a successful career. More recent scholarly work has focused on ‘clashes’ between country-specific career systems, and emphasizes the wider acknowledgement of the pivotal impact of institutional factors on cross-cultural career management in MNEs (cf. Al Ariss, 2010; Boussebaa & Morgan, 2008; Englehardt, 2011).

At the same time—inspired by calls for a more subjectivist understanding of career success (Gunz & Heslin, 2005)—careers researchers have recently developed multidimensional models and scales adhering to the logic that subjective career success can (or should) be represented using several dimensions (e.g., Shockley, Ureksoy, Rodopman, Poteat, & Dullaghan, 2016). These new models and scales allow HR researchers and practitioners to assess how different (groups of) people define career success, and thus represent a more comprehensive approach to understanding career success. As a result, the subjectivist, multidimensional approach to career success has been attributed great potential for better understanding how people from different countries and cultures see and experience career success.

That said, researchers studying the relationship between culture and cognition have concluded, after decades of research, that people across the globe see the world in fundamentally different ways (cf. Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001). Specifically, Western people have a tendency to develop context-independent, rules-based, and highly clustered schemas—defined as internalized cognitive representations of knowledge that gradually develop from experience, and subsequently guide the way new information is organized and interpreted (Rousseau, 2001; Winn & Snyder, 1996)—while Eastern people tend to hold more context-dependent, ‘holistic’ schemas in which relationships between schema ‘elements’ (i.e., meanings), rather than the differences between them, are emphasized (Nisbett & Miyamoto, 2005). Put simply, although the subjectivist approach to career success
is a promising move away from the more normative, traditional view of careers, the recent focus on identifying sets of distinct, independent factors of career success meanings may in fact represent another type of Western bias—the tendency to ‘split’ constructs into discrete categories (Zerubavel, 1996).

Therefore, if we want to understand the meaning of career success across countries, we first need to understand how people in different countries see and understand career success per se; that is, how they cognitively organize a network of meanings attributed to career success (Rousseau, 2001). In this paper we propose that a true ‘decentered’ (Leung, 2008) understanding of career success requires knowing the underlying structural characteristics of career success schemas, and how these relate to specific institutional and cultural socialization mechanisms in a country (Weber & Glynn, 2006). To this end, we introduce and focus on schema complexity and convergence, two robust, generally applicable structural characteristics of cognitive schemas. They address the amount of within-person schema nuance (i.e., complexity) (Zerubavel, 1996) and between-person schema consensus (i.e., convergence) (Jonker, van Riemsdijk, & Vermeulen, 2011) respectively, which we also found salient for examining similarities and differences in the cognitions of career success meanings.

In this paper, we first conceptualize career success schemas, and align the two structural characteristics of complexity and convergence accordingly. We then adopt a configurational logic in identifying a set of institutional factors and key contextual mechanisms in the formation of these schemas. The emphasis here is on configurations of factors rather than on individual institutional factors alone since, due to the complex interplay of contextual factors in shaping career success schemas, configurations should enable more robust contextual nuance (Johns, 2006). This configurational logic is reflected in our study design. We start with cognitive mapping of career success schemas of individual respondents
from thirteen countries, establishing aggregate complexity and convergence scores for each
country, and developing a taxonomy of country-level career success schemas. Subsequently,
we use qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) to derive the configurations of contextual
factors that shape career success schema complexity and convergence at the country level.

Taken together, our research points toward the need for a more fine-grained and
nuanced consideration of context in our understanding of career success schemas, as a
foundation for understanding subjective career success across national cultures, and
particularly its implications for career management systems in MNEs (Tomlinson, Baird,
Berg, & Cooper, 2018). More specifically, we contribute to the international HRM literature
in three ways. First, we introduce the construct ‘career success schema’ and its structural
characteristics, both at the individual and collective (i.e., shared) level. Second, we identify
four career success schema archetypes based on the two dimensions, complexity and
convergence, which allow the classification of countries into a schema-based taxonomy of
career success. Finally, we identify configurations of the institutional factors and contextual
mechanisms that shape career success schemas at the country level.

**STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CAREER SUCCESS SCHEMAS**

A schema is an organized structure that exists in memory (Palmer & Pickett, 1999),
and that, together with all other schemas held by a given individual, represents his or her full
knowledge of the world (Winn & Snyder, 1996). Schemas are abstract, internalized cognitive
representations of knowledge, amenable to change in line with the individual’s life
experiences. They provide a filter for the interpretation of new information, and in so doing
result in cognitive efficiency. It is difficult to imagine having to reinterpret daily phenomena
without being able to rely on schema-based memory (Spicer, 1998; Palmer & Pickett, 1999).
Although schemas are only representations of declarative knowledge on the ‘what’ of a
phenomenon (Palmer & Pickett, 1999), people use them as a foundational basis for reasoning,
making predictions and decisions about the specific life domain represented by them (Jones, Ross, LYNAM, Perez, & Leitch, 2011).

Career success schemas, in particular, can be defined as networked structures of subjective career success meanings (including facets such as achieving wealth, outperforming others, having good work-life balance, continuously learning, becoming a better person, etc.) that guide people’s interpretations of their career experiences and subsequently, their career decisions and behaviors (cf. Rousseau, 2001). Research in the field of careers has found that perceptions of career opportunities resulting from internal labour market practices create expectations and a frame of reference for one’s own expected future career success (e.g., Aryee, Chay, & Tan, 1994; Judge, Cable, Boudreau, & Bretz, 1995). While past success experiences feed into career success schemas and result in favorable projections of future career prospects (Eby, Durley, Evans, & Ragins, 2006), career insecurities and concerns translate into reduced career-related self-efficacy and thus a narrower cognitive representation of what constitutes the ‘conceivable’ (Gabriel, Gray, & GOREGAOKAR, 2010).

It is important to note that career opportunities and constraints not only occur at the individual level, but also at the level of societies and labor markets (Weber & Glynn, 2006). We need only imagine what ‘career success’ might mean to recent graduates in Spain and Greece—where economic turmoil and extremely high levels of youth unemployment have been rampant for years—compared to what it might mean to STEM graduates in the US, where a million job openings are expected between 2014 and 2024 (Fayer, Lacey, & Watson, 2017). As this illustration suggests, career success schemas can only truly be understood in context (Tomlinson, Baird, Berg, & Cooper, 2018; Johns, 2006).

In order to add context and make the conceptual and methodological leap from individually to collectively held schemas, we analyze career success schemas along two structural dimensions: schema complexity and schema convergence. In academic research,
schemas are commonly visualized as networks (also called cognitive maps; Carley & Palmquist, 1992). Within these networks of interrelated concepts ‘islands of meaning’ are created—clusters of meanings that are more similar to one another than to meanings outside of each cluster (Borgatti & Halgin, 2011). Carving out such clusters within a schema requires the simultaneous operation of the two diametrically opposed cognitive acts of assimilation (or ‘lumping’) and differentiation (or ‘splitting’). Lumping refers to the (intracategorical) grouping of similar meanings together in a single mental cluster, whereas splitting refers to the (intercategorical) separation of different meanings into different mental clusters (Zerubavel, 1996).

Schema complexity thus refers to the extent to which an individual or members of a given social group (for instance, a country) collectively have a tendency for lumping or splitting (Furlow, 2003). It is believed to depend on the level of experience people from that social group have with the subject of the schema, as well as on its institutional and cultural socialization mechanisms (Conway et al., 2001; Fassin et al., 2015). Rousseau (2001), for example, notes that occupational schemas among people in those occupations contain more elements compared to laymen’s schemas of these occupations (e.g., non-academics seeing professors primarily as ‘teachers’).

While schema complexity refers to the number of meanings and the number of relationships between meanings, schema convergence refers to the degree to which people belonging to a given social group (for instance, a country) group schema elements (for instance, career success meanings) together in a similar way (Moussavi & Evans, 1993). Although the term convergence implies full similarity between two or more people’s schemas—similarity being defined as schemas containing much of the same meanings and/or similar relationships between meanings (Liu, Friedman, Barry, Gelfand, & Zhang, 2012)—this is typically not the case. Rather, a threshold of similarity needs to be met in order for
shared schemas to be interpretable (Jonker et al., 2010). Career success schema convergence is typically achieved through institutionalized socialization mechanisms that transform private, idiosyncratic representations into public, shared representations (Schaller & Crandall, 2003). Highly convergent career success schemas thus imply that people in a country tend to agree on which specific career success meanings belong to the same cluster, whereas weakly convergent career success schemas imply that people in a country differ substantially in terms of which career success meanings they group together and how. Subsequently, the more convergent people’s career success schemas in a given country, the more appropriate it becomes to talk about a ‘shared’ career success schema, and to interpret that country’s collective understanding of career success. In what follows, we discuss the contextual mechanisms through which shared career success schemas are shaped.

THE CONTEXTUAL EMBEDDEDNESS OF CAREER SUCCESS SCHEMAS

Weber and Glynn’s (2006) seminal paper on the role of institutional context in explaining cognition identifies three contextual mechanisms linking institutions to sensemaking: constraining, priming, and editing. Firstly, characteristics of institutions can constrain the availability (i.e., the existence of knowledge in memory), accessibility (i.e., the salience of the knowledge to a person), and activation (i.e., the putting into action of knowledge to guide judgment) of schemas people form in a given institutional context (Gelfand & Brett, 2004). For example, a Finnish study among miners found that the term career success had very little meaning to them and that, instead, they tended to construe their understanding of career around the notion of sisu—i.e., “a Finnish word that roughly translates to inner determination and has been likened to qualities such as perseverance, determination, courage, and guts” (Lucas & Buzzanell, 2004, p. 280). The authors argued that the societal lack of appropriate career success meanings applicable and recognizable to blue-collar workers constrains this group’s cognitive representations of career success. In other
words, the institution of occupation can be understood to constrain career success schema complexity (in the specific case of this study, among Finnish miners). Other institutional factors that can be expected to constrain career success schema complexity include a low level of economic development (Van de Vliert and Janssen, 2002) and collectivist cultural norms (Hofstede, 2001; House, Hanges, Javidan, Dorfman, & Gupta, 2004). The former represents an objective constraint in the variety of available career opportunities (Oswald, 1997), while the latter operates through the link between collectivism and the tendency towards holistic, relational schemas (Nisbett & Miyamoto, 2005).

Second, by prescribing appropriate identities, roles and frames for its citizens, institutions influence the formation of shared schemas through what Weber and Glynn (2006) call the ‘priming’ mechanism underlying collective sensemaking. Language, ideology, and discourse—typically disseminated through the mass media—play an important role. An example of a career success-related ideology with clear institutional roots is the American Dream. Through movies, aspirational self-made man stories, and self-help books this ideology primes a highly specific view of career success, while reinforcing the capitalist meritocratic socio-political system underlying it (Putnam, 2016). A largely opposite career ideology is propagated in socialist or communist institutional contexts (Lucas, Liu, & Buzzanell, 2006). Cultural norms such as individualism and masculinity are part of the discourse reinforcing the capitalist ideology (Hofstede, 2001; House et al., 2004) and can thus be expected to exert an influence on career success schemas both separately and interactively (Claes & Ruiz-Quintanilla, 1998). For example, in a masculine society people on average tend to be materialistic rather than idealistic. Materialism, in turn, has been found to encourage thinking in narrower categories, while idealism is associated with thinking in broader categories (Ogden & Cheng, 2011).
Third, both through pre-and post-employment socialization mechanisms (Rousseau, 2001)—i.e., social norms taught and reinforced through accumulated education and labor market experiences—career success schemas can be expected to be edited over time (Weber & Glynn, 2006). All societies are characterized by conformity pressures, as adherence to social norms holds social groups together (Scott, 2004). The stronger a social norm—for instance, as expressed through educational system standardization or rigid labor market regulations—the more likely it is to lead to high schema convergence (Tomlinson et al., 2018). In contrast, less regulated institutional settings are likely to facilitate less career success schema convergence as they allow for more idiosyncracies in the enactment of careers (Scherer, 2004). Similarly, cultural norms affect sensemaking about career success and thus the convergence of career success schemas. Specifically, individuals in collectivist societies are more likely than those in individualist societies to collectively edit the meaning of career success, and members of low power distance cultures (as opposed to high power distance cultures) are more likely to engage in proactive discussion about career success with higher-status individuals (Hofstede, 2001).

Although we offer some suggestions above as to how specific institutional factors—such as economic development, educational systems, labor market regulations, and cultural norms such as collectivism, power distance, and masculinity—might affect career success schema complexity and convergence at the country level, it is important to understand that in the present paper we adopt an inductive, configurational approach to studying the relationships between institutional factors and career success schemas. The reason for this is that institutional factors—especially when doing studies at the country-comparative level—are best studied in bundles (Johns, 2006). To this end, we adopted a configurational approach building on the literature on qualitative comparative analysis (QCA; Ragin, 1994; Fiss, 2007). QCA allows for exploration of configurations of theoretically meaningful conditions.
and builds on a logic of conjunction, equifinality, and asymmetry (see Fiss, 2007; Greckhamer, 2016). For this study, this means that particular institutional factors may not affect career success schema complexity or convergence separately, but rather in conjunction with other factors. As a result, both career success schema complexity and convergence can be predicted by different configurations of institutional factors, forming qualitatively different, but equifinal prediction paths to the same outcome (e.g., high complexity). Finally, the configurations of institutional factors causing the presence of complexity or convergence will not necessarily be inverse to the configurations leading to their absence, which means that competing prediction paths are characterized by asymmetry (Fiss, 2007). These features of the configurational logic are essential for understanding and interpreting the results of our study as well as the inductive logic we use in developing propositions and directions for future research in the Discussion section.

**METHODS**

We adopted a sequential, country-comparative research design featuring a combination of cognitive mapping (Borgatti & Halgin, 2011; Carley & Palmquist, 1992) and QCA (Ragin, 1994; Fiss, 2007). We collected primary data for cognitive mapping and combined it with publically available, secondary data to perform the QCA. Our sample was stratified to ensure heterogeneity both at the between- and within-country level. At the between-country level, we sampled countries to represent Schwartz’s (2006) cultural regions. Our final sample included Belgium, Brazil, China, France, Greece, India, Italy, Nigeria, Norway, South Korea, Slovenia, Turkey, and the US. The within-country sampling strategy aimed for heterogeneity specifically in terms of respondent occupations. It was important to account for occupations as they exert institutional influences, as the earlier example of Finnish miners suggested (see Lucas & Buzzanell, 2004).
The sampling plan was identical for all thirteen countries. Each participating country was instructed to sample 28 employed individuals (a common saturation point for card sort cognitive mapping studies) with at least five years of work experience, balanced in terms of gender, and representing seven different occupational strata from the Campbell (1995) interest typology (influencing [e.g., Advertising Account Executive], organizing [Accountant], helping [Nurse], creating [Writer], analyzing [Engineer], producing [Electrician], and adventuring [Police Officer]; each stratum is illustrated by a sample occupation). Within each occupational stratum, four representative occupations were sampled per country. For example, for Slovenia the adventuring stratum was represented by a criminal investigator, a fitness instructor, an expedition leader, and a firefighter.

Participants were recruited by local representatives of the global research project in line with the sampling plan. These local representatives also administered the cognitive mapping task and were available for assistance to respondents. Altogether, our sample included 364 individuals: 47% women, on average 40.7 years old ($SD = 9.6$), with around 16.4 years of work experience ($SD = 9.6$). Of our sample, 54% were white-collar workers; most respondents (43%) held a bachelor degree or equivalent.

**Cognitive Mapping Procedure**

We used cognitive mapping to analyze career success schemas held by individual respondents and to derive country-level scores of career success schema complexity and convergence. Data on individual career success schemas were collected using an online card sort task. Card sorting is a qualitative technique where respondents are asked to logically organize a set of cards; in our case, each card featured a career success meaning (Daniels, De Chernatony, & Johnson, 1995; Dries, Pepermans, & Carlier, 2008). Specifically, respondents were asked to group 63 career success meanings into clusters personally meaningful to them. These 63 meanings of career success (for example: “Career success is… contributing to the
development of others”; see Supplement for the complete list) were based on an earlier phase of the project, consisting of intensive semi-structured interviews ($N=226$) about what career success meant to people in 11 countries (see Briscoe, Hall, & Mayrhofer, 2011; Shen et al., 2015).

In the card sort task, respondents visually dragged and dropped the 63 career success meanings into clusters and then named the resulting clusters. We aggregated these individual sortings into country-level schemas by adopting the co-occurrence logic (see Supplement for more detail). The resultant, shared (i.e., country-level) career success schemas took the form of cognitive maps (see Supplement for some prototypical examples), in which nodes represent career success meanings, and the links among them shared views of country members about which pairs of career success meanings belong to the same cluster (De Nooy, Mrvar & Bategelj, 2011; Borgatti & Halgin, 2011). As a next step, we derived the complexity and convergence scores for each country. These scores represented the basis for developing our two-by-two career success schema taxonomy at the country level.

**Career success schema complexity.** Career success schema complexity was operationalized as the opposite of the total connectivity of career success meanings across a country’s respondents (see Zerubavel, 1996). Total connectivity counts the aggregate number of times any pair of career success meanings was grouped together by individual respondents. To illustrate, if all country respondents split each of the 63 career success meanings into 63 separate clusters, that would generate the highest possible complexity of career success schemas in a country (i.e., extreme splitting). Alternatively, if all country respondents lumped all career success meanings together into one single cluster, that would generate the lowest possible complexity (i.e., extreme lumping).

**Career success schema convergence.** Career success schema convergence was operationalized as the proportion of connectivity among career success meanings that was
shared by the majority of country respondents. It was calculated as the ratio between shared connectivity (see Jonker, et al., 2011)—the aggregate number of times any pair of career success meanings was grouped together by majority or respondents in a country—and total connectivity (see above).

Qualitative Comparative Analysis Procedure

We performed QCA to determine which configurations of contextual factors relate to the presence and absence of career success schema complexity and convergence at the country level along with which configurations relate to particular archetypes in our taxonomy. The first step in QCA is defining sets representing outcomes (i.e., countries with presence and absence of high career success schema complexity and convergence) and causal conditions (i.e., countries with high levels of the relevant contextual factors). Sets were defined through calibration, where theoretical and empirical knowledge was used to set thresholds for a crisp-set QCA (i.e., a type of QCA that operates with binary variables; see Ragin, 1994; Fiss, 2007). Outcomes and conditions were dichotomized leading to subsets of cases (here, countries) above a threshold, or fulfilling a given condition for being defined as set members (1), and below the threshold (or not fulfilling a given condition) as non-members (0). Country membership for the outcomes (i.e., complexity and convergence) came from our comparative cognitive mapping study, whereas country membership for the institutional conditions was based on publicly available secondary data for the year of data collection, or the closest available year to that year. Respective country memberships are found in Table 1.

General country development. General country development was measured by UNESCO’s Human Development Index (HDI). The HDI is a robust index encompassing life expectancy at birth, expected years of schooling, mean years of schooling for adults aged 25, and standard of living (gross national income per capita). Data for all countries in our sample
were available. Using the UNESCO’s official threshold, we differentiated between countries with a very high HDI (above 0.8) and countries below this threshold.

**Labor market flexibility.** Labor market flexibility was measured using the strictness of employment protection index of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). The global average for this indicator (2.084) was used as a threshold for determining country membership. Data were available for all countries except for Nigeria. Therefore, we imputed membership for Nigeria based on a related index of labor freedom published by the The Heritage Foundation. Nigeria was classified among the countries with a less strict employment protection legislation.

**Standardization of the educational system.** Standardization of the educational system was measured using factor scores of indicators of input standardization of educational systems (i.e., the extent to which schools are autonomous in choosing textbooks, determining course content, and courses offerings; Bol & Van de Werfhorst, 2013). The data for this measure were gathered as a part of the OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The threshold value for the factor was set at 1.00 (the mean factor value was 0.0 and the standard deviation was 1.00), which means that all countries that were one standard deviation above the international mean were considered highly standardized. Scores for China, India and Nigeria were imputed based on publically available descriptions of their educational systems and by means of comparison to countries with available data. Consequently, China and Nigeria (but not India) were classified as countries with highly standardized educational systems.

**Cultural dimensions.** Values for three cultural dimensions (i.e., individualism, masculinity, and power distance) were based on publicly available scores for each country. We decided to use Hofstede’s (2001) cultural indicators scores due to parsimony of the cultural dimensions, availability of data for all countries in the sample, and predetermined
global thresholds. In line with these thresholds country memberships were set based on the critical value of 50 (on a 100-point scale).

QCA builds on the identified country memberships for both outcomes and institutional factors, and employs Boolean algebra to determine how different configurations of contextual factors lead to presence and absence of each combination of outcomes. The configurations are compared and logically simplified (Hollingsworth, Hanneman, Hage & Ragin, 1996) to determine which of them lead to presence and which to absence of the outcomes. To reiterate, the focus of QCA is not on testing the significance of effects of individual factors on outcomes, but rather on identifying configurations of factors that lead to the presence and/or absence of outcomes.

RESULTS

Cognitive Mapping

The cognitive mapping procedure provided inputs for calculating the complexity and convergence scores across countries. Based on the distributions of these scores, we determined a threshold value for both measures based on scree-plot discontinuity (Turner, 1998). Based on the units of measure for this dimension, the threshold for complexity was set to 75,000; as a result, Belgium, the US, Italy, France, Norway, Slovenia, and Greece were classified as members of the high-complexity cluster (see Table 2). Similarly, based on the units of measure for schema convergence (ratio), the threshold value was set to 0.15. As a result, Italy, Slovenia, South Korea, Greece, Belgium, the US and Norway were classified as members of the high-convergence cluster (see Table 2).

Having established the countries characterized as high vs. low complexity and high vs. low convergence, in the next step we developed a two-by-two taxonomy. Here we
classified country-level career success schemas into four archetypes which we labeled as: *modular* (high complexity, high convergence; prototypical example: Belgium), *holistic* (low complexity, high convergence; prototypical example: South Korea), *weakly modular* (high complexity, low convergence; prototypical example: France), and *diffused* (low complexity, low convergence; prototypical example: China).

**Qualitative Comparative Analysis**

Based on our selected set of contextual factors as described in the Methods section, we performed QCA analyses using the entry data depicted in Table 1. Using the fsQCA software (Ragin, 1994) we assessed specific sets of configurations of institutional factors leading to: (1) presence of schema complexity, (2) absence of schema complexity, (3) presence of schema convergence, and (4) absence of schema convergence (cf. Greckhamer, Misangyi, Elms and Lacey, 2008). The results of the intermediate solutions (see Ragin, Strand and Rubinson, 2008, p.74)—where logical simplification is combined with theoretical assumptions to derive configurations—are presented in Tables 3 and 4.

As seen in Table 3, for high career success schema complexity, three configurations emerged. The two most dominant configurations were c1.1, which was associated with the simultaneous presence of high general country development, low standardization of the educational system, high individualism, and high masculinity; and c1.2, which featured the simultaneous presence of high general country development, low labor market flexibility, low standardization of the educational system, and high individualism. The remaining path (c1.3) included high general country development, low labor market flexibility, high standardization of the educational system, and high power distance. All three configurations leading to high levels of career success schema complexity included the presence of high general country development, indicating that this was a necessary condition for career success schema complexity.
Alternatively, for low career success schema complexity, two configurations were found (see Table 3). The highly dominant path (c2.1) was associated with the simultaneous presence of low general country development, along with low individualism and high power distance. The remaining configuration (c2.2) featured low labor market flexibility, low standardization of the educational system, low individualism, low masculinity, and high power distance. It also exhibited very limited coverage of the participating countries. Both configurations (c2.1, c2.2) included high power distance and low individualism, indicating that these two factors (and their combination) represented necessary conditions for the absence of career success schema complexity.

—Insert Table 3 about here—

As can be seen in Table 4, for high career success schema convergence, the dominant path (c3.1) was associated with the simultaneous presence of high general country development and high masculinity. The next configuration in terms of coverage (c3.2) featured high general country development, low labor market flexibility and low individualism. The remaining configuration with lowest country coverage included high general country development, low labor market flexibility, and low power distance. All three configurations (c3.1, c3.2, c3.3) included high general country development, indicating that this was a necessary condition for career success schema convergence.

Alternatively, for low career success schema convergence, the highly dominant configuration in terms of country coverage (c4.1) was associated with the simultaneous presence of low general country development and high power distance. The second configuration (c4.2) exhibited very limited country coverage and featured low standardization of the educational system combined with high individualism, low masculinity, and high power distance. Both configurations (c4.1, c4.2) included high power distance, indicating that this was a necessary condition for the absence of career success schema convergence.
Having established the configurations that predicted career success schema complexity and convergence, we further leveraged Boolean logic to derive configurations leading to the four archetypes of career success schemas at the country level (see Table 5). For example, contextual features leading to the high-complexity, high-convergence archetype were derived by logically combining underlying configurations for complexity (c1.1, c1.2, c1.3) and for convergence (c3.1, c3.2, c3.3). The results reveal that the holistic and weakly modular archetypes had weak representation in participating countries (only one country representative each), while modular and diffused types had stronger representation (both featured multiple representative countries). The solution for the modular archetype was by far the most complex: it featured four configurations. Although all four configurations included high general country development—a necessary condition for this archetype—the exact combination of institutional factors leading to the modular archetype was quite diverse. This finding underscores the equifinality principle and demonstrates that the configurational approach is highly applicable to the topic of career success schemas.

DISCUSSION

The present study is the first to conceptualize and methodologically demonstrate how the meaning of career success is not only individually, but also collectively constructed. It is generally recognized that the present-day careers literature is overly focused on individual agency (Cohen, Duberley, & Mallon, 2004) and that there is a lack of understanding of how macro-level context variables influence careers (Mayrhofer, Meyer, & Steyres, 2007). In addition, research on career systems in MNEs has concluded that an ethnocentric approach—in which a career system is designed at headquarters and ‘exported’ to all subsidiaries—often fails, and that ignoring institutional and cultural differences between countries can lead to
conflict situations (Boussebaa & Morgan, 2008). Responding to calls for a better understanding of career success across country contexts (Kraimer et al., 2011; Mayrhofer et al., 2004), in the present paper we propose that such an understanding must start with the fundamental building blocks of careers—i.e., the cognitions underlying them, largely subconsciously shaped through socialization and experience (Rousseau, 2001; Weber & Glynn, 2006). Only when we understand how people from different parts of the world ‘see’ careers, can we start designing career management systems that make sense cross-nationally (Evans et al., 2002).

Thus, we introduced the concept of career success schemas and examined country differences in their structural characteristics. In particular—adopting schema complexity and convergence as primary dimensions—we proposed a two-by-two taxonomy that can be used to classify career success schemas at the country level, and then derived configurations of relevant contextual factors leading to high (vs. low) complexity and convergence of career success schemas. Our results showed that there are important differences in the structural characteristics of career success schemas across a globally diverse sample. Here, we review key study results and offer some specific propositions about emergence of country-level career success schemas.

Whereas in some countries (e.g., South Korea, Brazil, and China) people had a tendency to lump many career success meanings together, in other countries (e.g., Belgium, Italy, and the United States) people clustered career success meanings in more complex ways (see also Figures S1-S4 in the Supplement). In addition, the level of convergence of individuals’ career success schemas varied widely across countries. Norway, for example, showed the strongest convergence and India the lowest.

Our resulting taxonomy furthermore demonstrated that the modular career success schema—which represents the dominant, multidimensional view on subjective career success
in the careers literature today (e.g., Shockley et al., 2016)—is only one of four archetypes of career success schemas, the others being holistic, diffused, and weakly modular (see Table 5). An additional observation is that the countries where most research on the multidimensional nature of career success has been done typically belong to this cluster. We must thus conclude first, that a variety of career success schemas is found across countries and second, that comparative HRM researchers and practitioners in MNEs need to be mindful of the dominance of the modular perspective on career success.

This is not only theoretically important, but likely also influences the practice of organizational career management in MNEs, as we discuss later. We propose that a simultaneous presence of high country-level schema complexity and convergence is an important condition to meaningful interpretation of multidimensional models of career success on the one hand, and meaningful comparisons between countries on the other. Schema convergence, in particular, is important for interpreting career success schemas in a country as ‘shared’. When convergence is low, it becomes difficult to interpret a country’s understanding of career success at the collective level (Jonker et al., 2010; Schaller & Crandall, 2003).

Country differences in schema characteristics were also found to be meaningfully related to various configurations of contextual factors, demonstrating the contextual embeddedness of career success schemas. Two configurations stood out in particular and prompted us to develop the following propositions:

**Proposition 1:** Low career schema complexity is typically found in institutional settings characterized by a combination of low individualism and high power distance.

**Proposition 2:** High career schema convergence is typically found in institutional settings characterized by high general country development.
High general country development—as measured by UNESCO’s Human Development Index (HDI)—also emerged as a necessary condition for the modular career success schema, where both high complexity and convergence have to be present at the same time:

**Proposition 3a:** High general country development is a necessary condition for development of the modular country-level career success schema.

In highly developed countries, there will likely be fewer constraints in terms of the availability, accessibility, and activation of different career success meanings, and thus higher career success schema complexity (Gelfand & Brett, 2004). Put simply, this means that a wider range of career success meanings will be available to a wider range of people in such countries (Lucas et al., 2006). At the same time, these countries are also more likely to achieve schema convergence, possibly because their educational systems are more standardized, which stimulates shared editing—i.e., a strongly normative socialization—of people’s career success meanings as they mature into working-age adults (Weber & Glynn, 2006). Our findings, however, do not automatically imply that all highly developed countries will have a modular career success schema:

**Proposition 3b:** High general country development is a necessary, but insufficient condition for development of the modular country-level career success schema.

To back this proposition, note that South Korea and France were not members of the modular archetype in spite of their high levels of general country development. Our study thus confirms that although particular institutional factors might play a pivotal role in understanding country differences in career success schemas, a configurational approach is
more appropriate to fully grasp how bundles of institutional factors relate to career success schema complexity and convergence and their interplay (cf. Johns, 2006).

**Implications for Research**

First, our results demonstrate and challenge the dominance of modular career success schemas in careers research, in particular the implicit assumption that subjective career success is a multidimensional construct consisting of a relatively high number of distinct independent factors. Our data imply that a modular career success schema is only applicable in certain countries. It therefore seems relevant for future research to explore how subjective career success models and measures can be developed that are applicable in countries with non-modular career success schemas. One solution might be to determine the dimensionality of any such models by relying on cognitive mapping techniques rather than traditional factor analysis approaches (see Briscoe et al., 2014). Future research would do well to look at relationships between subjective career success meanings (Borgatti & Halgin, 2011), rather than following a rigid factor structure logic which entails ‘separating’ meanings from each other. Such a procedure may allow researchers to find robust clusters of career success meanings that are shared across countries, versus clusters that are more country-specific (Mayrhofer et al., 2016).

Second, our study shows that career success schemas are a useful construct for better understanding the role of context in comparative research on career systems in MNEs. The careers literature has tended to strongly emphasized agency and self-directedness—an approach that is increasingly criticized for being too one-sided and concealing the many structural factors that also play a role in how careers develop (Cohen et al., 2004). In the present study, we developed a theoretical framing fusing institutional theory with collective sensemaking (Weber & Glynn, 2006) to foster the identification of mechanisms through which institutional contexts affect the development of shared career success schemas. Our
study thus offers an important foundation for theorizing how subjective career success is
societally constructed. Future research should therefore take into account the collectively
shared meanings of career success and further examine how these meanings are formed
compared to other institutional contexts (Hirschfeld & Gelman, 1994).

Third—and in line with the longstanding agency-structure debate in careers research
(Cohen et al., 2004)—another intriguing direction for further research may be to explore how
country-level career success schemas affect individuals’ career-related sensemaking,
decisions and behaviors, as well as the effects of a (mis)match between an individuals’
schemas and collective schemas. We might expect that in countries with high convergence,
more people would have an understanding of career success that matches the dominant career
success schema. However, in such a context, having a mismatched individual career schema
might be more complicated and potentially more harmful. Indeed, following norm theory
(Kahneman & Miller, 1986), stronger schema convergence in a given context implies
stronger norms about what is seen as a successful career and what is not. The stronger the
norm, the more likely that deviations may be perceived as abnormal and induce negative
emotional responses (Johns, 2006). Conversely, in contexts with lower schema convergence,
the norms may be weaker, leaving more room for agentic career behavior. Overall, we
believe cross-cultural research into individual and collective career success schemas could
generate new insights into the agency-structure debate.

Finally, an important avenue for further research is to examine the specific meanings
of career success both within and between countries, as well as the country-specific
interrelationships between meanings. Understanding which specific meanings are related to
each other in a certain context may be particularly useful for HR practitioners in MNEs, to
attune their career management systems to their subsidiary countries’ specific patterns. Such
an approach may help MNEs design career management systems that either apply globally or
alternatively, are ‘glocalized’ in acknowledging cultural and institutional differences in
cognitions of career success (Rosenzweig, 2006).

Further research may thus want to shift the emphasis from structural characteristics of
careers success schemas to their content, as the meaning of a career facet to an individual
depends on its relationships to other facets in the cognitive network (Rousseau, 2001). For
instance, two individuals may indicate that they both consider salary highly important in their
personal understanding of career success. However, upon examination it turns out that for
one of them pay is associated with status and recognition, while for the other, it is associated
with family, duty, and financial security. While the former sees career success as an
individual achievement, the latter sees it more as a relational construct, in that the money is a
means to providing for his or her family or community. In other words, although the subscale
(i.e., factor-level) score for financial achievement as a measure of success may be the same
for both, financial achievement itself holds a fundamentally different meaning to each of
them (Rousseau, 2001). In conclusion, a better understanding of the ‘content’ of country-
level career success schemas may provide useful insights for comparative research on career
systems in MNEs, especially in countries with high convergence.

**Limitations**

As in any study, limitations must be acknowledged. First, due to the qualitative and
inductive nature of the research only a limited number of contextual factors (out of a very
large number of potential factors) were selected as likely conditions to career schema
complexity and convergence. Our inductive approach does not preclude identification of new
configurations leading to the outcomes in future studies, which is consistent with the
equifinality principle that is one of the cornerstones of the QCA (see Fiss, 2007; Ragin 1994).
Second, we utilized country-level data from sources that were consistent with our theoretical
framing and available for the countries under study. For example, in deciding between
GLOBE’s and Hofstede’s cultural dimensions we decided on the latter because of its theoretical relevance to career success (e.g., Ramaswami, Huang, & Dreher, 2014), extensive country coverage (all countries in our sample) and its parsimony—thus we could cover the relevant cultural norms corresponding to our theoretical mechanisms with fewer dimensions in the QCA. Although Hofstede’s cultural framework has been subject to critique, it has continued to provide valuable cross-cultural research insights (Taras, Kirkman, & Steel, 2010). Finally, although the number of individual respondents (28 per country) and coverage of countries (13 countries from a wide variety of regions; Schwartz, 2006) was more than sufficient for the purpose of this paper, future studies should try to empirically test the proposed taxonomy on a larger sample of countries using a deductive approach or a larger-scale QCA.

**Implications for Practice**

Our findings imply that MNEs should evaluate and rethink the appropriateness of their career management systems across different institutional settings, based on the foundational career success schemas upon which these systems are likely based. We show important country-level variations in the complexity and convergence of career success schemas, which has important implications for policy makers, HR professionals and MNEs in particular, as not all countries form career schemas in the ‘traditional’, modular manner. Put another way, an ethnocentric approach to career management is likely only suitable for MNEs with subsidiaries belonging to the same career success schema archetype (cf. Table 5).

In countries that have more modular career success schemas, traditional career management systems and HR practices are probably well-suited as they likely focus on a variety of well-understood meanings of career success (for instance, the provision of upward career paths tied to the meaning of success as pay and status; family-friendly work arrangements attuned to the career success meaning of work-life balance). In countries where
there is little convergence of career success schemas, however, it may be difficult and likely ineffective to impose the same career management practices upon everyone (for instance, a person may aspire a higher salary, but if that person’s salary is associated with better work-life balance, being promoted would not be the ideal HR practice for him or her). Even more problematic, in countries characterized by low complexity, the use of (Western) HR practices singling out specific career success meanings (where, for example, bonuses and salaries are handled separate from learning and development) may hinder prediction and measurement of the impact of individual HR interventions on employee morale (Newman & Nollen, 1996). In such countries, organizational career management and HR practices may need to be more holistic, since in those settings, meanings of career success are interconnected and hard to separate. As MNEs and other firms from westernized and developed countries continue to seek a higher percentage of revenue from operations in emerging and growth-leading economies (i.e., the so-called EAGLEs) (Brewster and Mayrhofer, 2012)—which, according to our findings, can be expected to be characterized by diffuse career success schemas—these warnings may be especially salient.
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Table 1

Entry Data for Qualitative Comparative Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Career Success Schema Complexity</th>
<th>Career Success Schema Convergence</th>
<th>General Country Development</th>
<th>Labor Market Flexibility</th>
<th>Standardization of Educational System</th>
<th>Power Distance</th>
<th>Individualism</th>
<th>Masculinity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Korea</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 2

*Scores Derived from Cognitive Mapping for Setting Thresholds*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Total Connectivity</th>
<th>Shared Connectivity</th>
<th>Convergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>53,348</td>
<td>9,714</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>78,184</td>
<td>9,620</td>
<td>0.123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>80,376</td>
<td>9,306</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>63,866</td>
<td>8,642</td>
<td>0.135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>71,072</td>
<td>12,906</td>
<td>0.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>75,952</td>
<td>7,832</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>63,602</td>
<td>10,092</td>
<td>0.159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>78,616</td>
<td>8,990</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>67,816</td>
<td>17,142</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Korea</td>
<td>81,582</td>
<td>14,326</td>
<td>0.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>69,822</td>
<td>11,258</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>76,758</td>
<td>9,350</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>58,418</td>
<td>11,816</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Threshold value set at 75,000 for Total Connectivity, which is opposite of Complexity, and at 0.150 for Convergence (Shared Connectivity / Total Connectivity).
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Table 3

*Configurations of Contextual Conditions Leading to Presence and Absence of Career Success Schema Complexity*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Career Success Schema Complexity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. • Boolean AND (i.e., intersection); ~ Boolean Negation (i.e., non-membership); Lmflex = Labor Market Flexibility; HDI = Human Development Index; EDUstd = Standardization of Educational System; MAS = Masculine Culture; PD = High Power Distance Culture; IND = Individualistic Culture. Intermediate solutions presented (assumptions for Complexity: HDI [present], IND [present], MAS [present]). The solution coverage and consistency is 1 for all outcomes.

~Career Success Schema Complexity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Configuration Pattern</th>
<th>Raw Coverage</th>
<th>Unique Coverage</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
<th>Countries Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c2.1</td>
<td>~HDI●~IND●PD</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Brazil, China, India, Nigeria, Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c2.2</td>
<td>~Lmflex●~EDUstd●~IND●~MAS●PD</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>South Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. • Boolean AND (i.e., intersection); ~ Boolean Negation (i.e., non-membership); Lmflex = Labor Market Flexibility; HDI = Human Development Index; EDUstd = Standardization of Educational System; MAS = Masculine Culture; PD = High Power Distance Culture; IND = Individualistic Culture. Intermediate solutions presented (assumptions for ~Complexity: HDI [absent], EDUstd [absent], IND [absent], MAS [absent]). The solution coverage and consistency is 1 for all outcomes.
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Table 4

Configurations of Contextual Conditions Leading to Presence and Absence of Career Success Schema Convergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration pattern</th>
<th>Raw Coverage</th>
<th>Unique coverage</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
<th>Countries covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c3.1 HDI●MAS</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>.429</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Belgium, Greece, Italy, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3.2 HDI●~Lmflex●~IND</td>
<td>.429</td>
<td>.286</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Greece, South Korea, Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c3.3 HDI●~Lmflex●~PD</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>.143</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Norway</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. • Boolean AND (i.e., intersection); ~ Boolean Negation (i.e., non-membership); Lmflex = Labor Market Flexibility; HDI = Human Development Index; EDUstd = Standardization of Educational System; MAS = Masculine Culture; PD = High Power Distance Culture; IND = Individualistic Culture. Intermediate solutions presented (assumptions for Convergence: HDI [present], EDUstd [present], IND [absent], PD [absent], Lmflex [absent]). The solution coverage and consistency is 1 for all outcomes.

~Career Success Schema Convergence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration pattern</th>
<th>Raw Coverage</th>
<th>Unique coverage</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
<th>Countries covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>c4.1 ~HDI●PD</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>.833</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>China, India, Turkey, Nigeria, Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c4.2 ~EDUstd●IND●~MAS●PD</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>.167</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. • Boolean AND (i.e., intersection); ~ Boolean Negation (i.e., non-membership); Lmflex = Labor Market Flexibility; HDI = Human Development Index; EDUstd = Standardization of Educational System; MAS = Masculine culture; PD = High Power Distance; IND = Individualistic culture. Intermediate solutions presented (assumptions for ~Convergence: HDI [absent], EDUstd [absent], IND [present], PD [present], Lmflex [present]). The solution coverage and consistency is 1 for all outcomes.
Table 5

Career Success Schema (country-level) Archetypes with Configurations Depicting their Contextual Embeddedness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>High Convergence</th>
<th>Low Convergence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>High Complexity (Splitting)</strong></td>
<td><strong>WEAKLY MODULAR CAREER SUCCESS SCHEMA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODULAR CAREER SUCCESS SCHEMA</td>
<td>HDI●~MAS●~LMflex●PD●IND●~EDUstd (France)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDI●IND●~EDUstd●MAS (Belgium, Italy, USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDI●~LMflex●EDUstd●~IND●PD (Greece, Slovenia)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDI●IND●~EDUstd●~LMflex●~PD (Norway)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDI●~LMflex●IND●MAS●PD (Italy)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOLISTIC CAREER SUCCESS SCHEMA</td>
<td>DIFFUSED CAREER SUCCESS SCHEMA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDI●~MAS●~LMflex●PD●~IND●~EDUstd (South Korea)</td>
<td>~HDI●PD●~IND (China, India, Turkey, Brazil, Nigeria)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. • Boolean AND (i.e., intersection); ~ Boolean Negation (i.e., non-membership); Lmflex = Labor Market Flexibility; HDI = Human Development Index; EDUstd = Standardization of Educational System; MAS = Masculine Culture; PD = High Power Distance Culture; IND = Individualistic Culture. Configuration(s) leading to a career success schema archetype is (are) listed in respective quadrants; example countries are indicated in parentheses; prototypical representative countries for each quadrant are in bold.